Direct detection of deletion mutations in the yeast DEL assay using quantitative PCR (TaqMan).
Established mutagenesis assays measure mutant frequencies at selectable loci. These assays work by encouraging the growth of mutants to form visible colonies while suppressing the growth of non-mutants. An alternative strategy is to detect DNA alterations directly. We present an example of this latter strategy using TaqMan to quantify deletion mutants in mixed cultures of Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain RS112. The RS112 strain contains two heteroallelic his3 sequences that share approximately 400bp homology and are separated by approximately 7 kb of plasmid DNA. Spontaneous and chemical-induced strand breaks that occur in this region are repaired by intrachromosomal recombination, resulting in the loss of the plasmid DNA and creation of a His prototroph. Ordinarily, these prototrophs are detected by growth on His- medium over 2-3 days. In this case, we used TaqMan to selectively detect the DNA of deletion mutants in the presence of a large excess of DNA from non-mutants. This was accomplished using primers whose annealing sites were outside the region of DNA lost due to recombination. Thus, the primers were too far apart to produce PCR products using DNA from non-mutants, but produced a robust TaqMan signal using DNA from deletion mutants. Spontaneous and chemical-induced recombination frequencies (RF) were measured in a series of time-course and dose-response experiments with direct-acting mutagens. Interestingly, chemical-induced increases in RF were observed within a few hours of initiation of exposure, demonstrating that deletion mutations in RS112 can be fixed soon after DNA damage occurs. The ability to measure RF at any time during treatment will be useful for additional mechanistic studies. Chemical-induced increases in RF were also observed in the absence of selective growth conditions. As such, detection of deletion mutations with TaqMan may be applicable to measurements of RFs at non-selectable loci in yeast and other species. Finally, chemical-induced RFs after 17 h exposure were similar to those observed after 3 days growth on selective medium. The TaqMan assay may therefore be used to screen compounds more quickly for their ability to cause deletion mutations than is currently done by plating on selective medium.